
DivineDialogue chat with the bible



Vision: To create a readily accessible and user-friendly
platform for exploring the Bible and Christianity,
catering to diverse audiences, particularly the visually
impaired.

NexGen



PROBLEM
Accessibility Gap1.

Traditional scripture can be challenging to access for
individuals with visual impairments or literacy
difficulties

2. Engagement Disconnect
The Bible's rich content can feel
dense and overwhelming, leading
to discouragement and
decreased engagement,
especially for younger
generations accustomed to
interactive formats.
.

3. Personal Interpretation
Challenges
Understanding complex passages
and nuanced interpretations can
be daunting, leaving individuals
hesitant to dive deeper

4. Community Isolation
Traditional Bible study often
relies on in-person gatherings,
excluding those with limited
mobility or geographic
constraints.



2. Personalized Guidance
DivivneDialogue Is AI-powered
offers contextual
interpretations, historical
references, and cross-
referencing suggestions,
empowering users to form their
own informed conclusions.

SOLUTION
DIVINEDIALOGUE

4. Seamless Integration
DivineDialogue Api Expands bible
availability by seamlessly
integrating with popular social
media platforms, providing a
convenient and accessible
customer service channel.

Seamless Accessibility:1.
DivineDialogue offers Voice-enabled chat
interfaces and text-to-chat features bridge the
gap for individuals with visual impairments.

3. PREVENTS ENDLESS SEARCH
Preventing endless search by
providing 24/7 availability



PRODUCT
DEMO
DivineDialogue

Voice/text Enabled 
Bible conversations

24/7 availability



UNIQUE VALUE
PROPOSITION

Leverages cutting-edge speech
recognition technology. And
Generative A.I. To allow people
having conversations with the bible

Offers a cloud-based solution that is
easy to implement and scale,
making it accessible.

Revolutionaries your Bible
Experience

Allows Bible reaching more people 



DiviDialogue Audio/Bible

Voice/text conversation yes no

24/7 customer support yes no

social meda intergration yes no

phone type  limitations no yes

limited to internet no yes

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE



60%20%

20%

REVENUE MODEL
Offered as a SaaS solution with flexible pricing
plans based on message  volume and usage
patterns.

Also provides enterprise-level solutions with
advanced customization and integration
capabilities through the Api.

Saas

Enterprise-level

Through ongoing support to
customers

Ongoing Support



MARKETING
& SALES

Method 01 Method 02

Method 04Method 03

Social Media Marketing Event marketing

Partnership marketingInfluencer marketing



Joshua Simwawa
Bsc I.T MULUNGUSHI UNIVESITY ZAMBIA
Software developer, Machine Learnig,
Deep learning

DEVELOPER



CALL FOR
PARTNERSHIP chinviajoshua51@gmail.com

Email Address

Chinsali Zambia
+260971136978/+260968127141

Location

https://www.linkedin.com/in/j
oshua-simwawa-74660a20a/

Website
Business Owners

Investors

Social Media Influencers

& Anyone Interested

Who could work with  us


